The following addendum plans outline the addendum for the Bourgoin Square Playground project.

The scope of this addendum includes:
1. Transporting owner provided playground equipment from the Lawrence DPW Yard (1 Auburn Street) to the project site.
2. Stone monument with bronze plaque.
3. Park sign.
CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE MONUMENT STONE FROM LE MASURIER QUARRY, OR EQUAL AND APPROVED
LEDGE ROAD, CHELMSFORD, MA. 978-251-3841

CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE BRONZE PLAQUE (18" X 24") FROM ERIE LANDMARK, OR EQUAL AND APPROVED. PLAQUE TO HAVE RAISED LETTERS ON BE AFFIXED AND RECESSED INTO THE STONE SHOWN ON THIS SHEET.
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City of Lawrence
BOURGOIN SQUARE PARK

8" DIA CITY SEAL PAINTED WHITE, OWNER TO PROVIDE GRAPHIC
BEVELED TOP, BOTH DIRECTIONS
6" X 6" CEDAR WOOD POST PAINTED BLACK

City of Lawrence Text Use Baskerville Oldface (8"), for Park Name (3") Use Perpetual Tinling MT

1" CEDAR WOOD SIGN WITH 3/4" MDO PAINTED PLYWOOD BACKING
TRIM (3") PAINTED WHITE, SIGN PAINTED DARK BLUE (FRONT AND BACK), ROUTED LETTERING PAINTED WHITE

3" BOLTS, S.S. NUTS & WASHERS COUNTERSUNK & PLUGGED, ONE PER CORNER
8" DIA STATE AGENCY SEAL, OWNER TO PROVIDE GRAPHIC
CONCRETE FOOTINGS

NOTE:
1. CONTRACTOR TO REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF EXISTING PARK SIGN.